
What’s New in 
WebCenter 23.11



User Interface & Experience
Complete work faster with a powerful and intuitive user interface. 

▪ (23.11) Dashboards Improvements to Protect Unsaved Work
▪ We've all experienced those moments of unintentionally navigating away from a 

page or closing a tab, only to realize that we forgot to save our progress. With the 
new improvements in WebCenter Dashboards, you can bid farewell to that worry. 
When you have unsaved work on a page and attempt to leave or close the tab, 
WebCenter will promptly display a warning message, alerting you to the presence 
of unsaved changes.

▪ (23.11) Improved UX for Unprocessed MS Office Documents
▪ Creating view data for unprocessed MS Office documents is now easier and more 

efficient than ever before. Attempting to open an unprocessed MS Office 
document in the viewer will immediately trigger view file generation, preventing 
the user from having to re-upload the file.

▪ Only applicable for WebCenter installations that have MS Office file viewing 
enabled

HISTORY: (23.07) Copy With References (23.03) Global Styling for Buttons (23.03) Global Styling for Menu Layout in the Page Builder (23.03) New Progress Bar Visible When Saving Forms (23.03) The
WebCenter Favicon is configurable via the UI (22.11) Update to Latest Version (22.11) Duplicate (22.07) Script Button Actions (Dashboards) (22.07) PCM in Dashboards (22.07) Reorder Document
Rows in List View (22.07) Edit document reference properties (22.03) Script Button Actions (Documents) (22.03) Visibility Rule Enhancements (22.03) Document Reference Rendering

Dashboard Improvements to Protect Unsaved Work

Improved UX for Unprocessed MS Office Documents



WebCenter Cloud
Leverage modern cloud architecture to maximize performance and security.

▪ (23.11) Video Thumbnail Improvements
▪ Enjoy visually appealing and accurate video thumbnails that provide a clear 

representation of your video assets. Video thumbnails now maintain the 
proper ratio to the original video, ensuring a visually pleasing and accurate 
representation of your video content, making video selection and navigation 
a breeze.

▪ (23.11) Audio Routing and Approval in the Viewer
▪ Experience a more holistic review process as Audio Review becomes an 

integral part of your collaboration. With the ability to review audio files 
directly within the viewer, you can ensure that all aspects of your creative 
projects receive the attention they deserve.

* SaaS Installations Only

HISTORY: (23.07) Time Based Annotations (23.07) Native Video Support* (23.07) Asset File Type Conversion Node (Enhancement)* (23.03) New File Type Conversion Workflow Node* (23.03)
Blue/Green Deployment Support* (22.11) Deep Zoom Mode Available for all SaaS Customers *

Video Thumbnail Improvements

Audio Approval



Configuration Simplification
Configure and administer WebCenter easier, faster and with less clicks.

▪ (23.11) Named Configuration Detail Panel
▪ The detail panel on the named configuration summary page 

provides in-depth information about each item within the 
configuration. You'll gain insights into direct and indirect 
dependencies, ensuring you have a clear understanding of the 
complex web of configurations.

▪ (23.11) Named Configurations & Migration Enhancements
▪ Admins can now migrate the following items

▪Document Type Configuration
▪Landing Page Configuration
▪Approval Setup Configurations for Projects and Folders
▪Rule Setup Configuration
▪Document Creation Configuration
▪Document Rendering Configuration

▪ (23.11) Named Configurations Boundary Feature
▪ Enhance your control within Named Configurations. Now, you 

can exclude specific components within a configuration and 
steer clear of overwriting shared components. It's all about 
precision, and it's right at your fingertips!

HISTORY: (23.07) Improved Attribute Labels (23.07) Named Configurations (Import/Export) (23.03) New Feature! Identify and work with Named Configurations (23.03) More Flexible Invite Member
Node (23.03) Page Builder Improvements (22.11) Call External API from within the workflow canvas (22.11) Restrict Value of attributes via another attribute (22.11) Bearer token authentication added
to external API connections (22.03) Migration Tools Enhancements (22.03) Dashboard Integration Connection (22.03) Visibility Rules Enhancements

Named Configurations



Scalability & Performance
Work in WebCenter with more teammates on more projects with the best performance possible.

HISTORY: (23.07) User Todo Page Loading Performance (23.07) Cleanup Tool Performance Improvement (23.03) Improved Workflow Node Performance (23.03) Other Performance Improvements
(22.11) Improved Page Loading Experience (22.11) Increased Performance on bulk content copy (22.07) Search crawler "Fast crawl" mode (22.07) Render optimizations for complex content sheet
dashboards (22.07) Improved workflow performance (22.03) Workflow Performance Enhancements (22.03) Cleanup Tool Optimization

▪ (23.11) 3D Rendering Enhancements
▪ We've executed a full-scale transformation of the 3D engine, now 

powered by our Studio libraries, to redefine your 3D experience. 
Whether it's crafting stunning 3D views from ARD files, 
supercharging CAD+Graphic views, or simplifying component and 
assembly views, our enhancements deliver unmatched precision and 
performance.

▪ (23.11) Select Document Node Enhancement (Speed)
▪ Introducing a significant performance enhancement in the "Select 

Document" Node. We've overhauled the Select Document Node to 
run up to 90% faster, specifically when working within projects with 
thousands of assets.

▪ (23.11) Faster Loading of Content Sheets
▪ Up to 2.5 times faster loading times of large content sheets, making 

your workflow smoother and more efficient.

3D Rendering Output

3D Rendering Outputs



Color Management
Powerful Color Management Solution within WebCenter

HISTORY: (23.07) ColorCert Job Output Improvements (23.07) Pantone Live Color Book Renaming Improvements (23.07) Color Thumbnail Regeneration on Update (22.03) Cloud Viewer
Embedded Color Profile Viewing* (22.03) Custom Curve Value Configuration Options (22.03) Autoload Inks Feature (22.03) Autoload gray balances from color profile

▪ (23.11) Ink Searching
▪ Powerful new feature that enhances your artwork management. 

Effortlessly find specific ink names used in your artwork files, as 
well as identify the total number of inks present in each file. 
Whether you need to locate artwork files with specific ink colors 
or gain an overview of the ink usage across your projects, Ink 
Searching empowers you to do so with ease.

Ink Search Results

Ink Search Options



▪ (23.11) Move or Copy Node Enhancement (prevent auto-naming)
▪ Experience the freedom of customizing document names during 

moves or copies within the workflow. By preventing auto-naming, 
you can tailor document names according to your specific 
requirements, ensuring clarity and consistency throughout your 
workflow.

▪ (23.11) Enhanced User Administration Permissions
▪ WebCenter now empowers administrators to ensure that users can 

be deactivated, but not renamed or deleted from the system. This 
added level of control ensures that user profiles are preserved, 
maintaining a comprehensive audit trail and historical data for 
compliance and validation purposes. Now, customers, especially 
those with strict audit and data retention requirements, can have 
peace of mind, knowing that essential user information remains 
intact within the system.

▪ (23.11) Enhanced Project History Permissions
▪ This added level of control ensures that all actions are recorded and 

saved to the audit history, leaving no room for unintentional 
omissions or gaps in the historical records. Customers can now have 
full confidence that their audit trail remains comprehensive and 
accurate, meeting regulatory and compliance standards.

More or Copy Node Enhancement (prevent auto-naming)

Enhanced Permissions

General Enhancements



General Enhancements

HISTORY: (23.07) Administrator Group Rights (23.07) Expanded Keyword Search (23.07) Audit Trails: Inclusion of Old Metadata Values (23.07) Document Template Improvements (23.03) Saved Search
Export can now be canceled. (23.03) New Progress Bar Visible When Saving Forms (23.03) New File Type Conversion Workflow Node* (22.11) Improved List Look-up Feature (22.11) Chili Integration
Improvements (22.11) Improved Options for Approving Documents Outside the Viewer (22.07) Updated Oracle Database Support to Version 19C (22.07) Ability to use S3 as a storage location (22.07)
WebCenter Web Server Tomcat Update (22.03) Named User License Simplification (22.03) Color: Curve Value Configuration & Auto Load Options

▪ (23.11) Send Multiple Reference Files for Text Compare
▪ We've made it possible to send multiple reference documents alongside 

your artwork when comparing documents within InformaIT. This flexibility 
is invaluable, particularly when dealing with diverse language variations or 
when your content is distributed across multiple word documents.

▪ (23.11) Expanded SDK Functionality with Flexible Admin Rights
▪ With the ability to query admin rights, developers can create more 

customized and intuitive interfaces, ensuring that users have access to the 
appropriate features and functionalities based on their assigned roles and 
responsibilities.

▪ (23.11) Save Tasks Progress
▪ Greater flexibility and convenience to your task management. In the past, 

encountering validation errors in a dashboard form within a task could be 
frustrating, as users were unable to save their progress and had to rectify 
the errors before proceeding. However, with the new functionality in the 
new UI framework, users can save (not submit) their work at any point, 
without validation, ensuring that no progress is lost.

Send Multiple Reference Files for Text Compare



▪ (23.11) Faster Loading of Content Sheets
▪ Up to 2.5 times faster loading times of large content sheets, 

making your workflow smoother and more efficient.

Content Management for Packaging
Produce error free packaging by standardizing the content collection process and to automate the flow of content into artwork.

History: (23.07) Content Sheet Approval, (23.07) Nutrition Facts Handling, (23.03) Export Content Sheets to Excel, (23.03) Global Content Permissions, (22.11) Interface improvements,
(22.11) Language context for dashboards, (22.11) Allow text statement version updates in dashboard, (22.11) Improve performance for large content sheets, (22.11) Chili Cloud support,
(22.07) Flexible Master Language, (22.07) Improved Dashboard JS API, (22.07) Improved Save (Performance)

23.07 23.11

Content Sheet Load Performance (400 blocks)
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Content Management for Life Sciences
Standardizing the process to define and approve document content and automating the flow of content into output templates.

History: (23.07) Improved Loading for Documents in Editor, (23.07) Show Outdated Content References in Outline, (23.03) Previewing Structured Content, (23.03) Transfer Output Styles automatically to
InDesign Leaflets,(23.03) Toggle Whitespace in the Editor, (22.11) Allow copying of artwork tags between maps, (22.11) Include changes from the previous version when preparing submissions, (22.11)
Continuing to improve and simplify the user experience, (22.11) Notify editors when source content has been updated, (22.11) Allow users to see source content when editing a translation, (22.11)
Support for wider variety of Word output formats, (22.07) Compare Content Maps, (22.07) Granular Tagging (finer control of placement in InDesign), (22.07) Editor (Fonto) Improvements, (23.07)
Improved Loading for Documents in Editor, (23.07) Show Outdated Content References in Outline

▪ (23.11) Improved Support for Reference Content Libraries
▪ Referenced content can now be centralized into area-specific libraries, 

making it easier to manage, accelerating system performance, and 
reducing false positives from your version-controlled documents.

▪ (23.11) InDesign Template Selection Improvements
▪ Linking content for InDesign placement has never been easier. Templates 

will now be automatically selected when you are ready to tag your 
content. Your users will breathe a sigh of relief at the less needless 
decisions they need to make so they can focus more on what matters.

Improved Support for Reference Content Libraries
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